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Enabling Rapid, Multi-omic Analyses and Interactive
Visualization from Anywhere
Translating the molecular alterations, especially those from a single cell, can be a
powerful tool to understand underlying mechanisms of disease and therapies. Along
with managing the data volume from sequencing technologies, the complexity of these
changes requires a multi-dimensional approach to first compute and identify the variance
found within the cells of a study and then display these effects concomitantly. The
BaseJumper platform is designed to enable the researcher with powerful computing and
visualization tools that put them in control of driving their own analysis and interpretation.
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Figure 1. The BioSkryb BaseJumper
cloud-based bioinformatic platform. The
platform was designed to operate on standard
laboratory computers with internet access.
Researchers' sequencing data can be directly
uploaded securely and processed based
on pre-loaded analysis pipelines through a
standard web portal. BaseJumper automates
many of the functions typically requiring
bioinformatics staff time, deep computational
power, access to comprehensive annotation
and iteration of visualization. Convenient
dashboards organize projects, link analysis
pipelines and provide reports that can be
downloaded and shared.
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Accessing and Uploading Data
Leveraging any computer typically found in a
laboratory (Figure 1), new researchers to the
BaseJumper Platform can request their own
account at the initial landing page. This initial step
will immediately allow access to a demonstration
workspace of exemplar BioSkryb datasets and
projects. Through the information provided,
BaseJumper administrators will link the account
to an existing "Organization" space, or create
a new one. This critical step ensures sensitive
genomic information is only shared to authorized
individuals. During this setup, Organizations are
able to assign administrators to their space and
allow access-granting to additional subgroups,
team "Workspaces," and assign roles to other
researchers.
Getting sequencing data into BaseJumper
enables researchers to leverage existing datasets
held in the Illumina BaseSpaceTM Sequence

Hub and from other cloud or local repositories.
Accessing the latter is enabled through Globus1,
where the researchers' existing data endpoints
can be transferred directly to BaseJumper's data
delivery portal.
During the project creation process, a researcher
identifies the sequencing runs or file directories
that comprise the experiment. Mechanisms
for performing sample filters on file names can
rapidly search through large data volumes to
identify the correct files. During this process, the
researcher applies metadata, such as chemistry
and library preparation workflows. The metadata
collection is a valuable step which can later be
leveraged to determine workflow-specific biases.
Following this, data paths for all experimental
samples will be aggregated, copied and stamped
with date and size within the project and can be
used for later workflows. An email is created and
sent to the researcher to denote initiation and
completion of projects.
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Figure 2. The ABCs of the BaseJumper Workflow. Researchers create accounts as a part of an Organization and are assigned into one or more of that
Organization's workspaces. Once in a workspace, they can create projects, pulling data from Illumina BaseSpace and/or their own share. Bioinformatics
pipelines can then be queued to immediately launch after data transfer to BaseJumper. Researchers control which modules and parameters are passed to
pipelines set for DNA or RNA workflows. Output from these pipelines can then be fed into dynamic visualization applications and exported into individual's
specific data endpoints.

Analysis Workflow

Analysis Pipelines

Project creation is just the first and most fundamental part of
leveraging the BaseJumper platform. While enabling rich,
dynamic visualizations is at the core of BaseJumper's mission,
the project is the extension of the experiment and careful setup
is the foundation of meaningful downstream interpretation.
In Figure 2, each of the steps performed by the BaseJumper
platform are outlined and make up the core features researchers
are able to perform:

After projects are created and samples' sequencing files
(FASTQs) have been identified, the researcher can select
from analysis pipelines suitable to highlight the genomic
and transcriptomic variability found in the samples within
the projects. Pipeline modules and parameters can be
configured to allow flexibility to match prior analyses.

 Access - The platform puts control of genomic information in the hands of each Organization. Researchers request or are assigned roles specific to their Organization's
access policies.
 Build - Create a project from previous sequencing data.
This can be done through existing access of BaseSpace
or from other data endpoints, accessible through Globus.
 Compute - Researchers can determine whether one or
multiple bioinformatics pipelines can be executed (or a
subset of samples within a project).
 Display - Projects feature a visualization section with several application portals to display and manipulate pipeline generated results.
 Export - Data generated by BaseJumper can be exported either by direct download of files (or graphics) or at a
project-level into a researchers' data endpoint.

Currently, BaseJumper provides these pipeline capabilities:
 QC - Metrics such as library complexity, error rates, chromosomal coverage, library anomalies and read numbers
are returned. This can be run to do rapid (down-sampled)
determination of the quality of your sequencing results
prior to longer, more expensive analyses.
 DNA-based - The genomic pipeline performs analyses
to report variation in: single nucleotide variants (SNVs),
small insertions or deletions (Indels), and copy number
variants (CNVs). Regions of interest can be provided to
frame these results against exome or other targeted panel capture technologies.
 RNA-based - The transcriptomic pipeline makes the most
of isoform and gene-level counting and normalization
suitable for BioSkryb's full transcript length results or
end-tagging data. Results include gene-level counts, isoform-level counting, count normalization and cell identification.

The BaseJumper platform is designed in such a way to be
complementary to your organization's existing bioinformatics
team. You can choose one or more of these steps that best
fits your internal workflows.
Projects and visualization
results can not only be shared internally but to external
collaborators as needed and authorized by researcher.

Annotation of results is vitally important to provide the
context of results to known features. While the RNAbased workflows provide counts specific to individual
splice forms and common HGNC2 gene symbols,
identification of cellular information is provided to predict:

To facilitate understanding the status of each step, a messaging
system within BaseJumper leverages the email within a
researcher's profile to notify when each step begins and
completes, enhancing the efficiency of the researcher's time.

 Primary cell / progenitor (Human Primary Cell Atlas HPCA3)

 Cell cycle state (G1, S, G2M)

 Tissue of origin (GTeX4)
 Associated cancer tissue (TCGA, multiple cancers)
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Figure 3. The BaseJumper
Visualization Portal.
Visualization of project-level
datasets is accessed through
different embedded views.
Within each embedded application there are manipulatable representations of
genomic and transcriptomic
data. A key component of
each application is the selection and storing of gene
and sample sets which can
be used to label and group
datasets in linked applications to enable data overlays. Each graphic can be
downloaded directly to a
user's computer for sharing
and the configuration file
saved to reuse on a separate
project - enabling consistency in interpretation.

For variants identified through the DNA-based pipelines there
are more complex annotations for DNA-based variation:
 Polymorphic annotations - gnomAD5
 Pathogenic designations (ClinVar6, COSMIC7)
 Prevalent Cancer Mutations (frequency in TCGA)
 Effect on Protein8
Predicting the impact of a variant on a protein function
reports values from: Sorting Intolerant From Tolerant (SIFT)9,
Likelihood ratio test (LRT)10, FATHM11, Protein Variation Effect
Analyzer (PROVEAN)12 and MetaSVM/MetaLR13.

Visualization
Complex and detailed visualization is at the heart of elucidating
discovery for the researcher, across applications spaces. The
BaseJumperTM bioinformatics platform was designed to
provide a streamlined solution to immediately visualize and
interpret pipeline data. This can be done from data generated
within the BaseJumper pipeline system or through another
solution.
Within a project is a portal of applications that can produce
a dynamic view (Figure 3) of pipeline results. Within the
application, the researcher is free to select subsets of the data
to perform a more detailed interpretation. This can be done
across the scale of sample and gene-level to individually
queried mutations or transcripts.

Visualizations currently served by BaseJumper include:
 Genome Views - The genome variability within the
samples of a project can be freely navigated. In addition, specific loci or markers can be viewed specifically
 Copy Number - Levels of aneuploidy across the dataset
are reported to identify common areas of gain or loss.
Selecting an area provides a list of the genes that occupy those regions
 Variant Filtering - The genetic variation of samples
across the project can be simultaneously viewed in
tabular format, along with meaningful annotation. The
researcher can then chose a myriad of filtering options
for meaningful or actionable changes and observe the
extent of heterogeneity across the project
 Sample Similarity - Correlation of samples that share
similar genomic or transcript variation can be identified
to select for subsets
 Variability of Expression - Heatmaps at the gene and
transcript level can be annotated for provided gene/
pathway membership along with sample-related annotation (such as cellular ID) identified through other
visualization applications
 Differential Expression - The same sample characteristics can be used to perform supervised analysis across
groups and new gene lists associated to biological
groups identified
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Each of the applications' visualizations can be exported and
downloaded directly to the researcher's computer.

Exporting Results
Researchers can decide to export results at any stage of the
analysis workflow. After a pipeline has been run, there is a file
explorer available to download individual graphical reports,
metadata or result files. Each graphical application within the
visualization portal has a direct image download to capture
screenshots and add to any presentation. Bulk project-level
data can be flagged for transfer and passed directly to users'
data endpoints (through Globus).

Summary
BaseJumper is a scalable and secure platform that allows
the interpretation of large datasets and fuels discovery of
new biomarkers within single cell sequencing data. Modular
workflows enable the researcher to control which parts of the
platform can be leveraged to complement and enhance internal
capabilities. Visualization applications can take datasets across
genomic and transcriptomic results and can be manipulated
based on expert interpretation of the researcher to maximize
biological leverage. Compiling all of this within a browser
maximizes accessibility of data so you can perform analyses
anywhere inspiration takes you.
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